




ABSTRACT 

The word ( ) /maks/ its linguistic origins and its semantic 
evolution in Arabic language.

This essay aims to find out the origin of the word /maks/ in 
semantic dictionaries and to follow up it semantic evolution in 
modern Arabic dictionaries. The study attempts to trace its use in 
Arabic heritage resources, which include literal, historical, religious 
and documents issued since the time of the prophet Mohammad 
(PBU) him to present time. 

The study reveals that the word /maks/ and all its derivatives 
that were used in the Arabic language since the pre- Islamic era 
came from the Akkadian, Syrian, Hebrew and other languages 
related to the Arabic tongue.

Through following up the use of the tern, the research,reveals
that the word /maks/ had included various meanings that relate
taxes levied by the state, tribe,or even by individuals since the 
Assyrian age up until the time when the Ottomans entered the Arab 
countries at the beginning of the 16th Higri century. /Jomrok/or 
/komrok/was used offices and other government financial institutions.

This term faded away in official use but it does not disappear 
completely in the Arab world. It remains in the public memory and 
commonly used when complaining about new taxes which are 
considered to be illegal or against Shareaa and so they call them 
/maks/. 

The research adopts the historical descriptive approach in its 
attempt to indigenize this word and in following its evolution in use 
which reveals a great diversity in the type of /maks/ imposed on 
various types of activities in everyday life (religious. Social.economic and
urban) at different periods of time. It is commonly used to reflect 
some form of indignation towards tax collectors and legislators.
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( )Gesenius, Handwö. W.herbraishes und aramaisches handworter 
buch

Berlin, 1962) p. 422. w. BJörkman, “maks” EI2

Fraenkel,. S; Die Aramaischen Fremdworter in arabischen (Leiden, 
1886), p. 283






































